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FUSION Expands its vast catalogue of high quality hybrid instrument cases 
with the launch of the 2014 Premium Series Soprano, Concert, Tenor Ukulele 
and Mandolin gig bags.   

Cleckheaton, United Kingdom (10th May 2014) The new Soprano, Concert, Tenor Ukulele 
and Mandolin models are a division of Fusion’s 2014 Premium Series of high quality, 
hybrid instrument gig bags. Designed for the musician on the move, the Tenor 
Ukulele and Mandolin gig bags are as tough and as robust as they come on the 
outside, constructed from extremely robust, PVC free, water resistant, rip stop 
material that’s defiant against scuffs and abrasions. 

To avoid any movement and sudden shocks to these fragile, vulnerable instruments, 
they are internally cocooned within a soft, non-scratch velvet mix lining, within a 
sturdy 30mm, high density, light-weight foam shell. A soft padded, adjustable 
surround that can be moulded to the shape of these popular sized ukuleles or certain 
sizes of Mandolin and a padded headstock pillow with security strap, offer further 
reassurance and peace of mind when travelling with such delicate instruments. 

As with all instrument bags within the company’s vast range, they are a far cry from 
just a basic gig bag. Fusion are well aware that musicians from student level to 
professional players, all need to carry a host of accessories, often having to 
accommodate two or more bags. Once again, Fusion excel, as with all Fusion hybrid 
cases the Ukulele and Mandolin hybrid gig bags from the new 2014 Premium Series, 
boast a further trio of roomy pockets with ample room for strings or cables, wallets or 
mobile phones, there’s even one large enough to accommodate sheet music up to 
size A4.  

So you want to carry a lap top, larger accessories or even clothing, it’s not a problem, 
as with all Fusion hybrid cases, the new 2014 Premium Series Ukulele and Mandolin 
hybrid gig bags incorporate Fusion’s unique "Fuse-on" system, whereby a separate 
range of accessory bags can quickly and easily fit onto the main instrument bag.  

Inverted zip pulls, a soft rubber handle, a hard wearing rubber base, rain cover, 
reflective safety panels, and Fusion’s own ‘Flow System’ for a cool back when worn 
backpack style, are just some of the finer points and attention to detail, that have 
made Fusion world leaders of hybrid instrument gig bags. The new 2014 Fusion 
Premium Series Ukulele and Mandolin hybrid gig bags, offer an unrivalled and 
supreme level of portable instrument protection, whilst remaining extremely robust, 
compact and lightweight.... looking cool and stylish in Blue, Orange, Lime or Black.   
//ENDS//                          

The New Fusion 2014 Premium Series hybrid Ukulele-Mandolin gig bags: 
Soprano - Concert RRP: £159.95.    Tenor Ukulele - Mandolin RRP: £161.95 
Watch the video presentation: http://youtu.be/jDq7jPlsUjQ  


